Case Study

SSA, Karnataka uses Bizframe Mobile Solutions for civil works
inspection reports from over 10,000 schools.
Customer Profile

Bizframe Solution

Region: Karnataka, INDIA
Segment: Education, Public welfare

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, Karnataka chose Bizframe Field Reporter for
its readiness and field tested platform, proven in Indian scenarios.
A common data entry format was decided upon after consultation
with all PMC companies involved in the field inspections.
Field engineers were equipped with Android powered Smartphones
with the Bizframe App.
Bizframe additionally provided form customization services and
custom central dashboard where inspection reports could be
viewed.
Today, approximately 300 reports are sent in daily by the consultant
supervisors visiting the schools. The resulting reports archive of over
25,000 reports in 6 months is a rich dataset comprising checklists,
images, GPS locations and signatures.

SSA, Karnataka is the state nodal agency
for Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan scheme of The
Central Government of India.
The nationwide programme seeks to
open new schools and strengthen
existing schools by providing required
infrastructure through provision of
additional class rooms, toilets and
drinking water.

Business Challenge
SSA, Karnataka has civil works ongoing in
more than 10,000 schools across the
state and has appointed 3rd party
consultants to visit each school and
report on the quality of works being
executed.
Reporting on work quality for ongoing
civil works is a time critical activity.
The agency was looking for a system that
could help in getting reports in a short
time so that work reviews could be done
in a more effective manner.

The data is valuable for the school construction records and can be
used to identify work issues later. The department is now planning to
set up a digital archives section dedicated to store inspection
records.
This deployment represents the cutting edge technology adoption by
government agencies to combat increasing demands for regulatory
compliance while demonstrating prudent and result oriented
expenditure management.

“Bizframe Mobile Field Reporter solution has
brought in an unprecedented level of
transparency and accuracy in civil works quality
inspection.”

For more information about Bizframe mobile inspection solutions, please visit the website at www.bizframe.com or call
+91.80.25639266 / +91.9341258015.
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